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Electron tomography at the nanoscale requires advanced software tools for analysis and 3D visualization. 

However, the large volumes (1024
3
 or greater) typical to modern tomographic reconstructions [1] 

present challenges in terms of performance and interactivity, for both 3D volume and isosurface 

rendering. We have developed open source, cross platform tools that benefit typical use cases where a 

laptop or standalone desktop machine is used. Acceleration was achieved using several parallel 

backends over a templated C++ algorithm [2] that can target CUDA or Intel’s Thread Building Blocks—

working with both high-end NVIDIA graphics cards or standard desktops with multicore processors. 

These tools are integrated into the open-source electron tomography platform tomviz. 

At the top-center of the tomviz interface, a histogram of the volumetric data with an overlaid colormap 

and transparency curve provides recognition of the relative abundance of values being displayed. This 

integral part of tomographic data visualization links values in the dataset to colors and transparency 

values in the 3D rendered data. However, because small changes in the color-transparency map can lead 

to dramatic changes in the appearance of a 3D tomogram the map requires interactive adjustment. 

Tomviz’s accelerated rendering allows the color-transparency map to be changed or adjusted in real time 

using a graphical interface. Double-clicking on the histogram will trigger the generation of an isosurface 

contour at the value specified. For interactive isosurface rendering, the marching cubes algorithm is used 

to determine the triangle mesh that coincides with a given isovalue for a volume. It was also clear that 

many of the volumes typical of materials S/TEM tomography were quite sparse, with isosurfaces 

typically hitting less than 10% of the cells in a volume. The volumes were subdivided, and high/low 

values determined in the first pass for each subvolume. This was used in future isosurface requests to 

quickly remove “empty regions” where the requested isosurface value was outside of the value range in 

the subvolume. This enabled tomviz to interactively determine surface meshes, even for large volumes.  

Figure 2 shows the number of triangles at different isovalues and typical timings for a volume 

containing 7683 voxels. They were taken on a standard laptop, with an Intel quad core processor, and a 

mobile NVIDIA graphics card. The red region acts as a baseline number as this is the typical 

performance seen in standard 3D rendering (i.e. VTK) [3]. 

The tomviz application has been developed with the capability to save the complete state of the 

processing and visualization pipeline for the running session. This makes it possible to save the state of 

the application to be restored later or shared with others. It references the original data, and all steps 

taken to operate on the data and visualize it. These can be reloaded and adjusted, enabling reproducible 

processing pipelines that can be published with results. They are stored in a structured XML file, with 

complete copies of Python processing code, operators with their settings, and different visualization 

modules. Binaries are offered for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux that enable anyone to open these state 

files with minimal effort. 



tomviz is available for download at www.tomviz.org 
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Figure 1. Isosurface and Volumetric renders sit below their corresponding data histogram and color-

transparency map. The volumetric dataset represents a simulated 3D electron beam (300keV, 0.2mm Cs) 

with dimensions spanning 5.12Å×5.12Å×150nm (512x512x1024px). 

 
Figure 2. Chart showing the number of triangles for each isovalue in a typical 7683 voxel tomographic 

volume reconstruction, and relative timings for three approaches used to calculate the isosurface mesh 

for the volume. Subvolume methods gave a substantial speedup, especially for higher isovalues typically 

visualized in tomographic data. 
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